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GREAT TRUMPETS 

S LOUIS ARMSTRONG: 
THAT’S MY HOME 

m KING OLIVER: 
WEST END BLUES 

S BUNK JOHNSON: 
SNAG IT 

B TOMMY LADNIER: 
EVERYBODY LOVES MY BABY 

IS LEE COLLINS: 
TIP EASY BLUES 

ffi HENRY “RED” ALLEN: 
FEELING DROWSY 

ill SIDNEY DE PARIS: 
NOBODY KNOWS THE WAY 
I FEEL DIS MORNING 

0JABBO SMITH: 
’SIPPI 

d MUGGSY SPANIER: 
BLACK AND BLUE 

OS WINGY MANONE: 
JUMPY NERVES 

0 MAX KAMINSKY: 
SHIM-ME-SHA-WABBLE 

@ HARRY JAMES: 
PECKIN’ 

S'ZIGGY ELMAN: 
BUBLITCHKI 

0 COOTIE WILLIAMS: 
CONCERTO FOR COOTIE 

d REX STEWART: 
SUBTLE SLOUGH 

d ROY ELDRIDGE: 
LITTLE JAZZ 

(1 “HOT LIPS” PAGE: 
SKULL DUGGERY 

BIX BEIDERBECKE: SB FRANKIE NEWTON: 
LONELY MELODY THE BLUES MY BABY GAVE TO ME 

§1 RED NICHOLS: 
DAVENPORT BLUES 

iS&UNNY BERIGAN: 
BLUES 

BUCKCLAYTON: 
BUCKIN’ THE BLUES 

LOUIS ARMSTRONG: 
MAHOGANY HALL STOMP 
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LOUIS ARMSTRONG: THAT’S MY HOME 
(Rene - Ellison - Rene) Southern Music, ASCAP (3:09) 

KING OLIVER: WEST END BLUES 
(Joe Oliver) MCA Music, ASCAP (3:36) 

BUNK JOHNSON: SNAG IT 
(Joe Oliver) MCA Music, ASCAP (3:07) 

TOMMY LADNIER: EVERYBODY LOVES MY BABY 
(Williams - Palmer) MCA Music, ASCAP (2:20) 

LEE COLLINS: TIP EASY BLUES 
(Robichaux - Purnell) Southern Music, ASCAP (3:18) 

HENRY “RED” ALLEN: FEELING DROWSY 
(Henry Allen, Jr.) Southern Music, ASCAP (3:38) 

8 

SIDNEY DE PARIS: NOBODY KNOW THE WAY I 
FEEL DIS MORNING 
(Tom and Pearl Delaney) MCA Music, ASCAP (3:29) 

JABBO SMITH: SIPPI 
(Conrad - Creamer - Johnson) Warner Bros. Music, ASCAP (3:04) 

9 BIX BEIDERBECKE: LONELY MELODY 
(Coslow - Meroff - Dyson) Paramount Music, ASCAP (2:47) 

RED NICHOLS: DAVENPORT BLUES 
(Bix Beiderbecke) SBK Robbins Catalog, ASCAP (3:02) 

ii BUNNY BERIGAN: BLUES 
(no publishing information) (2:58) 

II 

13 

MUGGSY SPANIER: (WHAT DID I DO TO BE SO) 
BLACK AND BLUE 
(Razaf - Waller - Brooks) Mills Music, ASCAP (2:39) 

WINGY MANONE: JUMPY NERVES 
(Manone - Dale) (2:46) 

14 MAX KAMINSKY: SHIM-ME-SHA-WABBLE 
(Spencer Williams) E. B. Marks, BMI (2:58) 

15 HARRY JAMES: PECKIN’ 
(James - Pollack) Mills Music, ASCAP (3:30) 

16 ZIGGY ELMAN: BUBLITCHKI 
(traditional Russian folk song) (3:05) 

17 COOTIE WILLIAMS: CONCERTO FOR COOTIE 
(Duke Ellington) SBK Robbins Catalog, ASCAP (3:18) 

18 

19 

REX STEWART: SUBTLE SLOUGH 
(Duke Ellington) SBK Robbins Catalog, ASCAP (3:17) 

ROY ELDRIDGE: LITTLE JAZZ 
(Harding - Eldridge) Winfield Music, BMI (3:01) 

10 

21 

21 

“HOT LIPS” PAGE: SKULL DUGGERY 
(White • Page) (2:24) 

FRANKIE NEWTON: THE BLUES MY BABY GAVE TO ME 
(Milton Mezzrow) Gem Music, ASCAP (3:11) 

BUCK CLAYTON: BUCKIN' THE BLUES 
(Leonard Feather) Modern Age Music, BMI (3:00) 

23 LOUIS ARMSTRONG: MAHOGANY HALL STOMP 
(Spencer Williams) Mayfair Music, ASCAP (2:56) 



Executive Producer: Steve Backer 
Reissue produced by Orrin Keepnews 
Digital transfers and audio restoration by Ray Hall “NoNOISE” 
reprocessing by Sonic Solutions 0 

This reissue has been prepared by transferring the best available source 
material to digital tape, which has then been reprocessed by Sonic 
Solutions, using their unique computerized NoNOISE system. NoNOISE 
is designed to remove virtually all imperfections and aural distractions 
(surface noise, pops and clicks, scratches, rumble, etc.) commonly 
associated with vintage material, without altering the basic recorded 
sound. Thereafter, only minimal re-equalization has been applied; the 
goal has been to preserve the musical qualities and ambience of the 
original recordings in as clean and clear a form as possible. 

- DISCOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION- 

(Because of the great number of individual listings in this compilation, where 
a full orchestra appears only in support of the featured artist, detailed 
personnel is not given.) 

LOUIS ARMSTRONG and His Orchestra: Armstrong, trumpet and vocal. 
Camden, N.J.; December 28, 1932. 

THAT’S MY HOME (master number BVE-7482l-l/first issued 
Victor 24200) 

KING OLIVER and His Orchestra: Oliver, trumpet; J. C. Higginbotham, 
trombone; Charlie Holmes, Teddy Hill, reeds; Luis Russell, piano; Will 
Johnson, banjo; Bill Moore, tuba; Paul Barbarin, drums. New York City; 
January 16, 1929. 

WEST END BLUES (mx. no. BVE-49650-2/Victor 38034 

BUNK JOHNSON and His New Orleans Band: Johnson, trumpet; Jim 
Robinson, trombone; George Lewis, clarinet; Alton Purnell, piano; 
Lawrence Marrero, banjo; Alcide Pavageau, bass; Baby Dodds, drums. New 
York; December 6, 1945. 

SNAG IT (D5-VB-888-l/Vic 40-0126) 

TOMMY LADNIER(Mezzrow-Ladnier Quintet): Ladnier, trumpet; Mezz 
Mezzrow, clarinet; Teddy Bunn, guitar; Pops Foster, bass; Manzie Johnson, 
drums. New York; December 19, 1938. 

EVERBODY LOVES MY BABY (BS-030451-2/alt. take, first issued 
on Label “X” album LVA-3027) 

LEE COLLINS (Jones and Collins Astoria Hot Eight): Collins, trumpet; 
Sidney Arodin, clarinet; Ted Purnell, alto sax; Davey Jones, tenor sax; Joseph 
Robichaux, piano; Rene Hall, banjo; Al Morgan, bass; Gilbert Martin, drums. 
New Orleans; November 15, 1929. 

TIP EASY BLUES (BVE-56537-l/Bluebird 10952) 

HENRY “RED” ALLEN and His Orchestra: Allen, trumpet; J.C. 
Higginbotham, trombone; Albert Nicholas, Charlie Holmes, Teddy Hill, 
reeds; Luis Russell, piano, celeste; Will Johnson, banjo; Pops Foster, bass; 
Paul Barbarin, drums, xylophone. New York; July 19, 1929. 

FEELING DROWSY (BVE-53929-2/Bluebird 10702) 



SIDNEY DE PARIS (Sidney Bechet and His New Orleans Feetwarmers): 
De Paris, trumpet; Sandy Williams, trombone; Bechet, clarinet; soprano 
sax; Cliff Jackson, piano; Bernard Addison, guitar; Wellman Braud, bass; 
Sid Catlett, drums. New York, June 4, 1940. 

NOBODY KNOWS THE WAY I FEEL DIS MORNING 
(BS-051225-1 /Vic 26663) 

JABBO SMITH (Louisiana Sugar Babes): Smith, cornet; Garvin Bushell, 
reeds; James P. Johnson, piano; Fats Waller, organ. Camden, N.J.; 

March 27, 1928. 

’SIPPI (BVE-42567-l/Vic 21348) 

BIX BEIDERBECKE (Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra): Beiderbecke, 

cornet. New York; January 24, 1928. 

LONELY MELODY (BVE-41295-3/Vic 25366) 

RED NICHOLS (Red and Miff’s Stompers): Nichols, cornet; Miff Mole, 
trombone; Jimmy Dorsey, clarinet, alto sax; Arthur Shutt, piano; Tony 
Colucci, banjo; Vic Berton, drums, tympani. New York; February II, 1927. 

DAVENPORT BLUES (BVE-37769-2/Vic 20778) 

BUNNY BERIGAN (“A Jam Session at Victor”): Berigan, trumpet; Tommy 
Dorsey, trombone; Fats Waller, piano; Dick McDonough, guitar; George 
Wettling, drums. New York; March 31, 1937. 

BLUES (BS-06582-l/Vic 25559) 

MUGGSY SPANIER and His Ragtime Band: Spanier, cornet; George 
Brunies, trombone; Rod Cless, clarinet; Nick Caiazza, tenor sax; 

Joe Bushkin, piano; Bob Casey, bass; Al Sidell, drums. New York; 
December 12, 1939. 

(What Did I Do to Be So) BLACK AND BLUE 
(BS-045747-l/Bb 10682) 

WINGY MANONE and His Orchestra: Manone, trumpet; Buster Bailey, 
clarinet; Chu Berry, tenor sax; Conrad Lanoue, piano; Zeb Julian, guitar; 
Jules Cassard, bass; Cozy Cole, drums. New York; April 26, 1939. 

JUMPY NERVES (BS-036537-l/Bb 10289) 

MAX KAMINSKY and His Dixieland Bashers: Kaminsky, trumpet; 
Ray Diehl, trombone; Hank DAmico, clarinet; Dick Carey, piano, 
Don Arnone, guitar; Jack Zimmerman, bass; Cliff Leeman, drums. 
New York; May 24, 1954. 

SHIM-ME-SHA-WABBLE (E4-VB-4305-I/Victor album LJM 3003) 

HARRY JAMES (Benny Goodman and His Orchestra): James, trumpet and 
arranger. Hollywood; July 6, 1937. 

PECKIN’ (PBS-09569-l/Vic 25621) 

ZIGGY ELMAN and His Orchestra: Elman, trumpet; Dave Matthews, 
Noni Bernardi, Jerry Jerome, Arthur Rollini, saxes; Jess Stacy, piano; 
Ben Heller, guitar; Harry Goodman, bass; Al Kendis, drums. New York; 
December 28, 1938. 

BUBLITCHKI (BS-03077l-l/Bb 10103) 

COOTIE WILLIAMS (Duke Ellington and His Famous Orchestra): Williams, 
trumpet. Chicago; March 15, 1940. 

CONCERTO FOR COOTIE (BS-049016-1/Vic 26598) 



REX STEWART and His Orchestra: Stewart, cornet; Lawrence Brown, 
trombone; Ben Webster, tenor sax; Harry Carney, baritone sax; Duke 
Ellington, piano; Jimmy Blanton, bass; Sonny Greer, drums. Hollywood; 

July 3, 1941. 

SUBTLE SLOUGH (PBS-061343-1/Bb 11258) 

ROY ELDRIDGE (Artie Shaw and His Orchestra): Eldridge, trumpet. 

Hollywood; April 5, 1945. 

LITTLE JAZZ (D5-VB-1046-2/Vic 20-1668) 

“HOT LIPS” PAGE and His Orchestra: Page, trumpet. New York; 

April 27, 1938. 

SKULL DUGGERY (BS-022927-I/BB 7583) 

FRANKIE NEWTON and His Orchestra: Newton, trumpet; Mezz 
Mezzrow, clarinet; Pete Brown, alto sax; James P. Johnson, piano; Al Casey, 
guitar; John Kirby, bass; Cozy Cole, drums. New York; January 13, 1939. 

THE BLUES MY BABY GAVE TO ME (BS-031464-1/Bb 10216) 

BUCK CLAYTON (Esquire All-American Award Winners): Clayton, 
Charlie Shavers, trumpets; J.J. Johnson, trombone; Coleman Hawkins, 
tenor sax; Harry Carney, baritone sax; Teddy Wilson, piano; John Collins, 
guitar; Chubby Jackson, bass; Shadow Wilson, drums. New York; 

December 4, 1946. 

BUCKIN’ THE BLUES (D6-VB-3372/Vic 40-0135) 

LOUIS ARMSTRONG’S Dixieland Seven: Armstrong, trumpet; Kid Ory, 
trombone; Barney Bigard, clarinet; Charlie Beal, piano; Bud Scott, guitar; 
Red Callender, bass; Minor Hall, drums. Los Angeles; October 17, 1946. 

MAHOGANY HALL STOMP (D6-VB-2194/Vic 20-2088) 

There’s nothing at all accidental about the nickname of Joe “King’’ Oliver, 

the cornetist who gave Louis Armstrong his start. To be called King in New 

Orleans in the earliest years of this century not only meant that you were 

among the best, but also signified a leader, a dominant personality. In the 

highly competitive atmosphere of the formative years of jazz, it invariably 

designated a man who had fought off some tough challengers. 

It seems natural enough for such top guns to have been trumpet players; 

in the city where jazz, in effect, was born, the basic style called for that 

instrument to take the lead, stating the melody while other horns 

embellished above and below it. It also seemed inevitable that those lead 

players were the most colorful, flamboyant personalities—standing out as 

stars even when ensemble performance was still the rule. Before long, when 

virtuosity and improvised solos became the chosen path, there was no 

question about the pre-eminence of such trumpeters. (Armstrong wasn’t 

called “king,’’ but is there any doubt that he was jazz royalty?) 

This collection celebrates the elevated status of the trumpet by presenting 

examples of the work of twenty-two of the instrument’s finest jazz 

players. The period covered is the era ruled by this horn, taking us from 

the earliest shapers of the “classic’’ tradition through the emergence of 

Swing in the 1930s and into the postwar ’40s. It was a Golden Age of 

trumpet; if there is a central thread, it is certainly Louis and the 

tremendous influence he exerted. There is great variety here, but few 

men represented wouldn’t have been pleased to be compared to 

Armstrong; he established the parameters within which virtually all of his 

contemporaries and followers operated. 
(We should get one point of definition out of the way: probably as a 

consequence of jazz’s brass band antecedents, the original lead horn was 



the cornet, slightly smaller, a bit sharper and more ‘sour’ in tone. For various 
aesthetic and commercial reasons—including the tendency for jazz to 

become a dance band music—it was almost universally replaced by the 

trumpet. Although some stubborn older players and individualistic younger 

ones remain cornetists, “trumpet” is used as an all-inclusive, generic term.) 

There are two basic limitations to a compilation like this. One is obviously 

a matter of who recorded for this company’s labels. Fortunately, Victor 

Records (and its Bluebird subsidiary) were concerned with jazz from the 

very start; there are really very few omissions. One classic absence 

should be noted; according to probably-accurate legend, Freddie Keppard, 

another New Orleans “King,’’ rejected the 1916 Victor offer that would 

have made his the first jazz band on wax. A second problem stems from 

the personal prejudices and preferences of the producer, which is why I 

consider it necessary also to write these notes, if only to explain and justify 

some of my more arbitrary choices! 
The collection is not strictly chronological, nor does it follow a 

straightforward stylistic line. This is simply because various changes occur 

at overlapping times, and some of the most useful examples were 

recorded in the ‘wrong’ years. But there is a definite pattern here; 

even more important, there is some wonderful music. These are the men 

who played it: 
LOUIS ARMSTRONG claimed to have been born on the 4th of July in 

1900. The neat symbolism was too good to ever be disputed: surely he is 

the jazz musician most suitably designated as the child of twentieth century 

America. Born in New Orleans, black, up from poverty and reform school, 

a charismatic showman—and, in addition to and above all this, a magnificent 

creative artist who literally shaped the entire course of jazz. We begin with 

Louis already in his pop/swing phase: the first selection recorded at his 

first session for Victor, with big-band support and with as much emphasis 

on his warm and free-flowing vocal as on his superbly exhibitionist horn. 

We conclude with a mid-1940s small band version of a tune that belongs 

to the old tradition, “Mahogany Hall Stomp,” and a supporting cast that 

includes the legendary Kid Ory, a mainstay of the 1920s Hot Five recordings 

that first established Armstrong’s primacy. Between them, the two numbers 

are intended to make a point about continuity and about Louis as a colossus 

towering over this era; I think they succeed. 
KING OLIVER obviously precedes Armstrong, having been his mentor 

in New Orleans and having sent for him to join the Creole Jazz Band in 

Chicago in 1923, thereby launching Louis’ career. But by the end of the 

twenties, when the younger man was beginning to move up, the King was 

declining. This 1929 recording (Oliver was 44) of a classic piece only suggests 

how remarkable he must have been at the peak of his power and imagination; 

Louis learned from a worthy teacher. 
He may also have learned something from WILLIE “BUNK” JOHNSON, 

but probably not as much as the veteran claimed when he was brought out 

of long obscurity in the ’40s by some fanatical jazz researchers. Bunk does 

give us a glimpse of what the music sounded like way back at its tough New 

Orleans origins. 
TOMMY LADNIER, a contemporary of Armstrong, was surely among 

the best of many lyrical New Orleans players, but he didn’t leave too much 

recorded evidence, except for early-20s work in Chicago. This selection 

is from a late-30s comeback date organized by French critic Hugues 

Panassie; very shortly thereafter, Ladnier died of a heart attack. LEE 

COLLINS also worked in Chicago in the ’20s, but then reversed a trend 



by returning South; “Tip Easy Blues” provides some idea of how the music 

continued back at home. 

“RED” ALLEN came from New Orleans to New York and became a 

Swing era mainstay on 52nd Street and thereabouts. As demonstrated here, 

he had as much power as anyone (and more than most) and on this occasion 

more sensitivity than his usual raucous personality suggested. SIDNEY DE 

PARIS, the last of this string of players in the New Orleans idiom, actually 

represents a later approach: born in the midwest, he was musically a product 

of late-20s New York. By no means a “great,” but I was often impressed 

by his strength and by the command of the traditional style he displays here 

under the leadership of Sidney Bechet (who definitely was great). JABBO 

SMITH is one of those I had thought would be a necessary omission, not 

recalling that he’d ever recorded for Victor. But there was this odd session, 

featuring James P. Johnson and his protege Fats Waller, and this one lovely 

and gracious solo. Smith, a never-famous part of the black New York band 

scene, offers a purity of tone that—perhaps just coincidentally—suggests 

the unique stylist who follows him here. 

To a large degree, BIX BEIDERBECKE was the prototype for the white 

trumpets of his day, although it would be stretching a lot to compare his 

influence to Armstrong’s. Tragically short-lived, probably alcoholic, Bix did 

most of his playing in the ponderous setting of the Paul Whiteman orchestra, 

from which frequently burst forth solos of overwhelming emotional 

intensity and beauty. RED NICHOLS was a mainstay of the New York pop 

studio scene from the early twenties, but he is probably most remembered 

as an emulator of Beiderbecke, a point that he underlines by a highly 

characteristic performance of a number written by Bix. BUNNY 

BERIGAN is undoubtedly recalled largely for his spectacular trumpet efforts 

(and vocal) on “I Can’t Get Started With You” and for a Bix-like life 

style that included heavy drinking and sadly early death. But as a player 

he belonged basically among the followers of Louis. As a prime 

example, his solo and lead on a never-titled blues from an unusual 1937 

“jam session” date. 

The basically white, small-band Chicago style that by the late thirties 
had moved to New York came to be known as “Dixieland.” There’s nothing 

logical about that designation, but at clubs like Nick’s and Eddie Condon’s 

it meant a happy and driving music that boasted many forceful trumpeters. 

Arguably the best of them was MUGGSY SPANIER, who spent most of 

the decade buried in Ted Lewis’s cornball orchestra, then burst forth in 1939 

with 16 Bluebird sides, including “Black and Blue,” that virtually define the 

style. Like most of those who favored the use of mutes, he had paid careful 

attention to King Oliver; like almost all the Dixielanders, he paid homage 

to Armstrong. WINGY MANONE, New Orleans-born and very much the 

showman (he was a big favorite of the Bing Crosby Hollywood crowd), was 

also a Louis-type singer. This strictly instrumental recording is actually a 

rarity. (Please note that his “Jumpy Nerves” is derived from “Tax Paper 

Stomp,” a 1930 Manone composition—and thus pre-dates the Glenn Miller 

“In the Mood.” MAX KAMINSKY, a mainstay of the style from the early 

’30s, was bashing away with undiminished fervor at this mid-50s session and 

was still playing in the 1980s. 
The big bands of the Swing Era provided highly effective settings for a 

wide range of notable trumpets. A strong sampling is available here, 

beginning with HARRY JAMES, who can be considered the first featured 

sideman in the Benny Goodman Orchestra. (I support my claim by excluding 

Benny’s inevitably prominent colleagues in the Trio and Quartet.) As a star, 



James soon moved on to be a bandleader on his own; ZIGGY ELMAN took 

over the bravura spotlight and gained much attention with what I can only 

describe as very swinging, ethnic special material, like “Bublitchki.” 

The Duke Ellington band, undoubtedly a more seriously musical 

organization, produced a vast number of important soloists; certainly 

COOTIE WILLIAMS and REX STEWART were among the more significant. 

“Concerto for Cootie” is an impressive vehicle that came in the final year 

of the just-over-a-decade that Williams spent with Duke. (He left to join 

Goodman in 1940 and returned in the early ’60s.) REX STEWART 

co-existed with Williams as a focal point of the band; he was in particular 

a master of half-valve effects and of mutes (like Spanier, he was an 

acknowledged descendant of King Oliver). “Subtle Slough” is from one 

of the small-group “Ellington Unit” record dates he fronted—with his leader 

among the sidemen. 

ROY ELDRIDGE is possibly the least-recognized major pivot point in jazz; 

there being no room to explore the matter here, suffice to say that he stands 

(both in chronology and in style) between Armstrong and Dizzy Gillespie. 

Firmly in the line that stems from Louis, but with a forward-looking approach 

that made a lasting impression on the modernists to come. He was equally 

effective in small-band swing settings and when given his head in his Artie 

Shaw Orchestra feature, “Little Jazz.” ORAN “HOT LIPS” PAGE was also 

very much a part of New York’s 52nd Street swing scene, and yet another 

of the somewhat Louis-like singers, an aspect I chose to ignore here in favor 

of an exciting instrumental recorded while he was briefly attempting to lead 

a fairly big band in the late ’30s. I find myself quite overwhelmed by the 

strength and creative imagination of a player like Page (and also by others, 

of similar standing, included in this collection): by no means a major figure; 

already largely forgotten; but capable, when at his peak, of belonging in 

the same arena with any other jazz artist you can name. Exactly the same 

point can be made about FRANKIE NEWTON. A journeyman player with 

swing groups and Harlem jump bands, he could at times reach great heights. 

Newton was a painter and an intellectual, very much a loner, and may never 

have found the right musical niche. But he really does have his own sound 

and to my mind this selection, from a rather oddly-assorted Hugues Panassie 

session, is his peak. BUCK CLAYTON, on the other hand, did find his niche 

early and stayed in it for quite a while. That was in the Count Basie band 

in its early glory days, which unfortunately did not include recording for 

Victor. So we have to settle for Clayton on a poll-winners’ all-star date- 

very good people, if not entirely comfortable together, and a good taste 

of what Buck could sound like on the blues. (The muted opening passages 

of this record offer a glimpse of another notable trumpet: that section is 

played by Charlie Shavers.) 

As previously noted, we close by returning to Louis, which is never a bad 

idea, and which serves to give this anthology a suitably seamless and circular 

feeling. Having come to the end, why not begin again? 

—Orrin Keepnews 

[Orrin Keepnews has been producing and annotating jazz albums for three 

decades. A noted jazz archivist, he is the producer of this and several other 

current Bluebird reissues.] 
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